Insurance Policies Statement

We herewith state The University of Brescia,

located in Brescia Piazza del Mercato 15 - Zip Code 25121
Phone number Tel. +39 030 2988.1, email address: ammcentr@cert.unibs.it
VAT number 01773710171 – Tax Code: 98007650173

insured their students against Accident and Third Party Liability risks with the following policies:

ACCIDENT POLICY
Nr. 410249437
Insurance Company Axa Spa
Expiry date September, the 30th, 2029
COVERAGE CAP
€ 300,000 in case of Death
€ 300,000 in case of Permanent Disability

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY POLICY
Nr. 410249545
Insurance Company Axa Spa
Expiry date September, the 30th, 2029
COVERAGE CAPS
€ 15,000,000 for accident
€ 15,000,000 for person

At the following link:


you can find synthetic forms of both policies underwritten by the University and worldwide working, as well as the information for the possible accident report.